
 
 STUDENTS FEED BACK FORM FOR Online learning and education during Covid-19 pandemic Academic session-2020-21 

(The COVID-19 has resulted in Educational Institutions shut all across the world. Globally, children are out of the class rooms. As a result, education has changed dramatically, with the distinctive rise of    e-learning, whereby teaching is undertaken remotely and on digital platforms)  Name of the Student:- Class/roll No:- Email id:- Whats app No:- 1. Whether engaged in online modes of Teaching during the Pandemic  situation Yes No 2. Which Video mode of communication  adopted by you for online classes Zoom App Google meet Jio meet Module Others 3. System availability for online classes  own mobile handset Own computer system 4. Both college computers& own mobile handset Data provisions(Internet) for online classes Own mobile data Wifi/Internet  resource both of the above 5. Your participation in online classes Excellent Good Fair Poor 6. Whether soft copies provisions made prior to schedule classes Yes No 7. Whether students problem(if any)redressed Yes No 8. whether students are made as  host to redress their problems Yes No 9. Whether classes  were  taken as per the prescribed academic time table  Yes No 10. Course completion in % for the  odd Semester system-2020 30%- 50% 50%-75% above 75%     



11. Your suggestion for Mid-Semester Examination (Odd) to be taken through Multiple question answer type through online mode Multiple question answer type through offline mode Descriptive type question answer through online mode Descriptive type question answer through offline mode 12. Are you satisfied  with the Online mode of teaching Yes No 13. Are the teaching Staff co-operative and Helpful Yes No 14. Are you making use of educational online Resources Yes No 15. Do you think that your grievances are Redressed in time Yes No 16. Are you satisfied with the Teacher-student relationship Yes No 17. Do you feel the use of our additional reading resource is helping your reading   and comprehension skills? Yes No 18. Is learning online as effective? Yes No 19. Could the move to online learning be the catalyst to create a new, more effective method of educating students Yes No 20. The importance of disseminating knowledge is highlighted through COVID-19.Do you agree to it. Yes No 21.  Are You more responsive and active in online classrooms, compared to physical class rooms. Yes No 22. Teachers do find the absence of a blackboard a disadvantage and network connectivity a constant problem. “We miss the clarity that a blackboard gives us, we are kind of making do with the virtual whiteboard Yes No 23. Our education system still expects children to write exams. It’s difficult to monitor actual         writing in a virtual mode:  24. Whether you were contacted instantly through Whats App / any other distant online mode by the teacher/college authority who misses classes.                    Principal  Talcher (Auto) College, Talcher  


